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Abstract: Hidden-tag problem is one of the most important issues in the implementation of radio-frequency identification (RFID)
systems. Due to effects of imperfect wireless channels, RFID tags can be hidden during the identification process by either
another tag or an unsuccessful detection. The former is known as the capture effect (CE) while the latter is the detection error
(DE). This study newly proposes two modified tree-based identification protocols, namely tweaked binary tree (TBT) and
tweaked query tree (TQT), which are able to tackle the hidden-tag problem caused by both the CE and DE. The performance of
the proposed TBT and TQT protocols, in terms of the average number of slots required to detect a tag, and the tag-loss rate, is
evaluated in comparison with that of previously proposed ones. Computer simulations and numerical results confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed protocols.

1 Introduction
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is an emerging technology,
which allows an automatic identification of objects over radio
frequency (RF) channels. The technology promises to revolutionise
smart supply chain, medical tracking, inventory management, and
many other applications in the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm
[1–5]. An RFID system generally consists of one RFID reader and
tags, where the main task of the reader is to detect all tags fast,
completely, and reliably. To do so, the reader first broadcasts a
request message to initialise the communication. Each tag then
transmits a response message with its unique identity (ID) back to
the reader upon receiving the request. Due to sharing the same RF
channel, signal collision occurs when multiple tags respond to the
reader simultaneously. Consequently, received signals may be
corrupted, which makes it erroneous to recover the signals from the
tags at the reader.

To tackle the signal collision problem, time division multiple
access (TDMA)-based protocols, which allocate each tag a
distinguished discrete time slot to reply, are widely implemented in
RFID standards thanks to their robustness and simplicity [6–9].
Practically, TDMA-based protocols are classified into two main
approaches: tree-based [10–14] and aloha-based [15–20]. Aloha-
based protocols, on the one hand, use a frame composed of time
slots, and each tag randomly responds in one of the time slots. The
key issue in aloha-based protocols is to optimise the selection of
the frame size, which is difficult in cases of unknown, large-scale
RFID population and/or there is a significant impact from
imperfect RF channels [21]. Tree-based protocols, on the other
hand, counter the tag collision problem by continuously and
randomly splitting a set of collided tags into two subsets and
assigning dissimilar re-transmission time slots for the subsets.
Depending on the splitting mechanisms, tree-based protocols are
further expanded into binary tree (BT) and query tree (QT) ones. In
BT protocols, colliding tags continuously split randomly into two
subsets: one will respond immediately in the next reading cycle
while the other will have to wait for one cycle. In QT protocols,
tags first compared their IDs with a binary sequence queried by the
reader, and then respond only when the comparison result is true.

Tree-based protocols are usually studied under an assumption of
no impairments from physical channels, i.e. the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is always sufficient for tag detection, and signal

collision is the only performance degrading factor. Nevertheless,
this assumption is not practically realistic due to effects of channel
fading, noise, and co-channel interference. Indeed, in [22–24] the
physical layer effects such as noise and multi-path fading were
implemented and reported to significantly degrade the performance
of commercially available readers and tags. Moreover, when the
effects are taken into consideration, the received SNR of a
particular tag's response at the reader may fall below a detection
threshold. This phenomenon is called ‘detection error’ (DE)
resulting in an unsuccessful detection of the tag [25–27]. The
corresponding time slot is consequently observed as in empty state,
and the unsuccessfully detected tag is hidden from the
identification process. In addition, a tag might be still recognised
even in the midst of collision (i.e. signal interference from other
tags) when its signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the
reader is sufficient for a successful detection. The corresponding
time slot is observed as in successful state, however, other not-
detected-yet tags involving in the collision therefore are hidden.
This phenomenon is called ‘capture effect’ (CE) and its impact on
the system performance has been extensively studied in the
literature both in theoretical [28–33] and experimental aspects [34,
35].

Over the years, several solutions for the hidden-tag problem
have been proposed in RFID systems employing tree-based
protocols, including both QT [36] and BT [37]. The common idea
of these solutions is to require the reader to send an
acknowledgement (ACK) message indicating the identified ID
(IID) of the recognised tag. On the one hand, in two QT protocols
proposed in [36], namely general QT 1 (GQT1) and general QT 2
(GQT2), the reader continually expands a successful query. As a
result, while the recognised tag receives the ACK message, and
thus can keep silent, hidden tags by the CE can take an opportunity
to respond to the expanded queries. More specifically, the GQT1
expands the successfully query to one more bit, i.e. to have two
additional queries, while in the GQT2 protocol, whose the
performance is better than that of GQT1, the reader just uses the
same successful query one more time. On the other hand, in the
general BT-based (GBT) protocol proposed in [37], tags hidden by
the CE, upon receiving the ACK, can be aware of their status (of
not being recognised). Then, by using additional flags, which will
be described later in this paper, hidden tags are allowed to respond
for future requests by the reader.
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While previously proposed solutions are effective in coping
with the hidden-tag problem, only the CE has been considered. In
large-scale RFID systems, impacts of imperfect channels,
especially channel fading and noise, could result in a considerable
DE probability. This would significantly affect the identification
process [38, 39]. The purpose of this paper is therefore to propose
two modified tree-based protocols, which aim at tackling the
hidden-tag problem caused by both the CE and DE more
efficiently. The two protocols, namely tweaked BT (TBT) and
tweaked QT (TQT), are developed based on the original GBT and
GQT2, respectively; and the key idea is to have additional
mechanisms for empty states, i.e. states that possibly have tags
hidden by DE effects. It is noteworthy to mention that this paper is
an extension of our previously published conference papers in [38,
39] on BT and QT protocols. Two important extensions are (i) the
discussion on the impact of physical layer to illustrate the impacts
of CE and DE and (ii) the additional results and insightful
discussion to highlight the merits of the proposed protocols. In
addition, this paper would provide, for the first time, a systematic
discussion on the performance of tree-based protocols under the
impact of both CE and DE. The advantages of proposed protocols
are then confirmed by computer simulations in terms of the
average number of slots for a successful detection of a tag, and the
tag-loss rate (which is defined as the ratio between the number of
missing tags and the whole tag cardinality. It is seen that they could
achieve a shorter identification delay while maintaining a
remarkably lower tag-loss rate compared with conventional ones.

The remaining of this paper is organised as follows: In Section
2, the considered RFID system using tree-based protocols, hidden-
tag problem, and previous studies are described. Proposed
protocols, and simulation results and discussions are presented in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2 RFID system model and hidden-tag problem
2.1 System model

We consider a typical RFID system consisting of a reader and n
tags within its communication range, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each
tag is assigned a unique ID in the form of a binary sequence. The
reader employs a tree-based protocol (either BT or QT) by which
after each reader's request, responses of tags are limited within a
time slot. Depending on the decoding result by the reader, a slot
can be either success, collision, or empty (i.e. no tag responds).
After each decoding, the reader will broadcast an ACK message so
that all tags will be aware of the status of the slot (success/collision
or empty). 

Without loss of generality, the received signal in the jth slot at
the reader can be written as

y j = ∑
i ∈ 𝒦 j

hixi + w j, (1)

where xi is the responding signal from the ith tag. hi is the channel
gain between the reader and the ith tag, which can be assumed to

be Rayleigh distributed [40] where its probability density function
(pdf), denoted by f hi

(h), is written as

f hi
(h) = 2h e−h2, h > 0. (2)

It is noted that the channel gain in this work is normalised such that
E[ |hi |

2 ] = 1 for further convenience. w j is the received additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero-mean and σ2-variance.
Therefore, we can define the received instantaneous SNR of the ith
tag (SNRi = hi

2/σ2, where the reader's transmit power is assumed to
be 1, while the signal path-loss is ignored since it is negligible for
indoor RFID with short range transmissions [41]. 𝒦 j represents a
set of tags that respond to the jth query, and we also denote |𝒦 j| as
the number of elements in 𝒦 j. When no physical channel
impairments are considered, a time slot should be detected as in
empty, successful, or collision state when |𝒦 j | = 0, |𝒦 j | = 1, or
|𝒦 j | ≥ 2, respectively.

Under impacts of channel fading and noise, DE is the
phenomenon when a tag is not successfully detected even when
there is no collision. Specifically, the DE can happen in the jth slot
with only one transmission when the received SNR is lower than a
predefined threshold γ [32]. We denote by β j the DE probability of
the jth slot. Since tags randomly respond and the path-loss is
ignored, the DE probability can be supposed to be constant in
every jth slot with 𝒦 j = 1. We denote this probability as β and it
can be expressed as

β = β j = Pr SNRi ⩽ γ |𝒦 j = 1, i ∈ 𝒦 j

= Pr
hi

2

σ2 ⩽ γ |𝒦 j = 1, i ∈ 𝒦 j .
(3)

Furthermore, CE happens when a specific tag's SINR is large
enough for the reader's detection even in the presence of the
response from one or more other tags, i.e. for a specific slot jth
with 𝒦 j ≥ 2, the corresponding received SINR is higher than the
threshold γ. Mathematically, the probability of CE in the jth slot,
denoted by α j, can be given as

α j = Pr max
i ∈ 𝒦 j

SINRi > γ |𝒦 j ⩾ 2

= Pr max
i ∈ 𝒦 j

hi
2

∑k ∈ 𝒦 j, k ≠ i hk
2 + σ2 > γ |𝒦 j ⩾ 2 ,

(4)

where SINRi is defined as the received SINR of the ith tag. It is
observed that α j decreases as 𝒦 j increases because of the higher
interference and the lower probability of the capture effect. For the
sake of simplicity, we also assume that the probability of CE of the
RFID system, denoted as α, is constant in all slots regardless of the
value of 𝒦 j. Obviously, α is upper bounded by α j

∗ with 𝒦 j = 2 as

α ≤ α j
∗ = Pr max

hi
2

hk
2 + σ2 ,

hk
2

hi
2 + σ2 > γ 𝒦 j = 2 . (5)

In the following discussion and analysis, α = α j
∗ is used, and this

will result in the lower bound on system performance. Due to the
effects of both the CE and DE, related tags may be ignored
(hidden) in the identification process, which is also known as the
hidden-tag problem. In the following section, the brief of BT, QT,
and impacts of the hidden-tag problem on the RFID system
performance will be discussed in detail.

Fig. 1  Model of an RFID system with one reader and multiple tags
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2.2 Tree-based protocols and hidden-tag problem

In the case of the BT protocol, the reader and tags maintain their
own counters, denoted as RC for the reader counter and TC for a
tag counter. Tags are allowed to transmit when TC = 0, and
initially, the value of all counters is set to be zero. When a slot is a
collision one, all collided tags (i.e. tags that responds to the recent
request from the reader) are randomly split into two subsets with
equal probabilities. Tags in one subset will keep the same TC (i.e.
TC = 0) while others increase their TC by one (i.e. TC = 1). At the
same time, the reader and other tags that do not involve in the
collision increase their RC and TC by one, respectively. If the slot
is success or empty, the reader and all tags decrease their counters
by one. When the related tag is successfully read as TC = −1, this
tag will keep silent in subsequent requests. RC = −1 indicates that
all tags have been successfully read, and therefore the reader can
terminate the identification process.

An example of the BT protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2a and
Table 1. After the first reading (in slot 1, named as S1), six tags {A,
B, C, D, E, and F} are split into two subsets of {A, B, C} and {D,
E, F}. TCs of the first subset are zero while they are one for D, E,
and F. In the second slot, collision happens again (with tags A, B,
and C). TC increases in D, E, and F, while the splitting process is
again applied for the {A, B, C} subset. Tag C will be then
successfully read in slot 4. 

In this example, two CEs happen in slots 3 and 7 where tags B
and F are hidden by A and E, respectively. DE happens in slot 6
where tag D cannot be by read (hidden) due to its low SNR. After
slot 7, the reader terminates the identification process since RC = 
−1. However, we can see that three hidden tags, i.e. B, D, and F are
missed. The problem clearly affects the performance of the BT
protocol.

In the case of the QT protocol, as illustrated in Fig. 2b and also
in Table 1, the reader sends a query containing a bit string to probe
tags. Then, tags whose first bits of their IDs match with the string
respond to the reader. To implement this protocol, the reader
maintains a query list storing possible queries for next readings.
When the query list becomes empty, the process is terminated. If a
query results in a collision (slot 1 with a query of 0), it is expanded
into two new queries by adding one more binary bit (0 or 1) to the
end of the string, i.e. 00 and 01. Otherwise (a successful or an
empty slot is observed), the query is removed from the query list
and the next query in the list will be called. We can see this
performance via slots 4 and 5, where queries 000 and 001,

respectively, are removed. After slot 7, the query is empty and thus,
the identification process is completed.

Similar to the BT protocol, the hidden-tag problem also
happens in the QT protocol under the impacts of imperfect
channels. In our example, tags B, F, and D are hidden in slots 4, 7,
and 6 due to the CE and DE, respectively. They also remain un-
detected after the identification process.

3 Conventional solutions for hidden-tag problem
3.1 General BT

GBT protocol [37] is modified from the original BT to especially
find hidden tags caused by the CE. In this protocol, the
identification process is divided into multiple cycles where each
cycle corresponds to a BT. Tags hidden in a cycle can be re-called
in the next one.

There are two key modifications in GBT. First, instead of
broadcasting only the status of the recent slot, the reader also
includes (i) the IID of the successfully detected tag and (ii) the
current value of its counter (RC) in the ACK message after each
reading. Upon receiving the ACK message of a success slot, a tag
could verify whether or not it is the detected one. As a result, tags,
which are possibly hidden by the CE, can realise their status and
therefore, will not decrease their TC. Instead, they will set their TC 
= RC.

Second, the reader maintains an additional Boolean parameter,
namely extension flag (EF) to indicate that there are tags that might
be hidden and another cycle is needed. Specifically, at the
beginning of each cycle the flag is False by default (and also we
have RC = 0). In case of a successful slot and EF = False, EF = 
True is set. However, different from the original BT protocol, RC is
kept unchanged. When EF = True, similar to the original BT
protocol, RC decreases by one for every successful slot. For
example, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2, in slot 3, EF turns to True
and RC is kept unchanged. Tag B hidden in slot 3 sets TCB = RC,
and re-transmits in the next cycle where it is successfully read in
slot 9. In slot 4, EF is kept unchanged while RC decreases by one.
The EF flag turns back to False when RC reaches zero, which
indicates a new cycle. This happens in slot 8. The whole
identification process terminates when EF = False at RC = 0 and an
empty slot is recorded. This happens at slot 11 (which can also be
considered as the third cycle). 

Fig. 2  (a) BT and (b) QT protocols operation
 

Table 1 The identification process of BT-based and QT-based protocols used in Fig. 2
Slot BT QT

RC TCA TCB TCC TCD TCE TCF State Query list Query State
S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 collision 0 0 collision
S2 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 collision 00, 01 00 collision
S3 2 0 0a 1 2 2 2 successful 01, 000, 001 01 collision

S4 1 −1 −1 0 1 1 1 successful 000, 001, 010, 011 000 successful (A, Ba)
S5 0 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 collision 001, 010, 011 001 successful (C)
S6 1 −1 −1 −1 0b 1 1 empty 010, 011 010 empty (Db)
S7 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0a successful 011 0011 successful (E, Fa)

a, bRespectively denote tags hidden by CE, DE.
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It is clearly seen that the GBT protocol, which requires
additional slots, gives tags hidden in successful slots (B and F) an
opportunity of re-transmission in the next cycle where they might
be detected (B). This confirms the effectiveness of GBT in solving
the hidden-tag problem caused by CE. However, tags are hidden by
DE cannot be recognised by GBT. As seen in slots 6 and 10, tags D
and F are hidden due to the DE and they are not detected after the
completion of the identification process.

3.2 Generalised QT 2

GQT1 and GQT2 protocols [36] are also modified from the
original QT to solve the hidden-tag problem. Note that due to the
superiority of GQT2 over GQT1, we only consider CQT2 in the
comparison with our proposals.

The main idea of GQT2 protocol is that it re-reads successful
queries multiple times to ensure that no tags are hidden, which is
illustrated via an example in Fig. 4 and Table 3. In particular, if a
query results in a successful slot (query 000 in slot 4), it is moved
to the end of the query list to be re-called later. Thanks to this
mechanism, tag B hidden by the CE in slot 4 is re-read at slot 8 and
is successfully re-cognised. In addition, each tag maintains a
special Boolean flag parameter (F), which is initially set to be
False at the beginning of the identification process. After each
successful read, similar to GBT protocol, the reader is required to
send an ACK message containing the IID of the successfully
detected tag. The detected tag, upon receiving the ACK, turns its F
to True and thus, keeps silent afterwards (e.g. A, C, E in slots 4, 5,
7, respectively). 

Nevertheless, we can see that tags D and F are hidden due to the
DE in slots 6 and 10, respectively. Evidently, these hidden tags are
not recognised because of the fact that GQT2, as the same as the
GBT, does not consider the hidden-tag problem caused by DE.

4 Proposed protocols and analysis
In this section, we describe the two newly proposed TBT and TQT
protocols to further improve the GBT and GQT2 in solving the
hidden-tag problem. Similar examples as in the previous section
will be used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
solutions.

4.1 TBT protocol

The TBT protocol adopts all features of the conventional GBT as
mentioned in the previous section, i.e. the Boolean parameter EF
and the modification of RC in case of successful slot. Nevertheless,
three different/additional schemes are proposed in TBT:

• Firstly, when an empty slot is observed and the status of EF is
False, EF also turns True and the RC is kept unchanged (the
same as the case of a successful slot in the conventional GBT).

Fig. 3  GBT protocol with hidden tags caused by the CE and DE
 

Table 2 The identification process of GBT protocol used in Fig. 3
Cycle Slot Parameters Feedback

RC EF TCA TCB TCC TCD TCE TCF
First 1 0 F 0 0 0 0 0 0 collision

2 1 F 0 0 0 1 1 1 collision
3 2 F 0 0a 1 2 2 2 successful

4 2 T −1 2 0 1 1 1 successful
5 1 T −1 1 −1 0 0 0 collision
6 2 T −1 2 −1 0b 1 1 empty

7 1 T −1 1 −1 −1 0 0a successful

Second 8 0 F −1 0 −1 −1 −1 0 collision
9 1 F −1 0 −1 −1 −1 1 successful

10 1 T −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0b empty

Third 11 0 F −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 empty
a, bRespectively denote tags hidden by CE, DE.
T, F, respectively, denote True, False.
 

Fig. 4  GQT2 protocol with hidden tags caused by the CE and DE
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• Secondly, an additional extra cycle (EC) parameter at the reader
is proposed. The initial value of EC is set by user and it
determines the number of additional cycles before the
termination of the identification process. The purpose of this
parameter is to additionally prevent the missing of the last tag
due to multiple DEs. This phenomenon will be specifically
described in the example afterwards.

• Thirdly, different from the conventional GBT, tags involving in
the current reading are required to set their TC = RC upon
receiving an ACK of an empty state from the reader. Fig. 5

 presents the pseudo-codes reflecting the operations of the reader
and tags of the proposed TBT protocol.

To illustrate the operation of the proposed TBT protocol, the
similar example as shown in Fig. 2a and Table 1 is illustrated in
Fig. 6 and Table 4. As it is seen, tags B, F are hidden by CE and tag
D is hidden by the DE after the first cycle. Thanks to the
additionally proposed schemes, although tag D is hidden in slot 6
due to the DE (and thus the corresponding slot is empty), tag D sets
TCD = RC. As a result, tag D has one more chance to be called;
and so do tags B and F, in the second cycle starting from slot 8. In

Table 3 The identification process of GQT2 protocol used in Fig. 4
Slot Query list Query Parameters State

FA FB FC FD FE FF
1 0 0 F F F F F F collision
2 00, 01 00 F F F F F F collision
3 01, 000, 001 01 F F F F F F collision
4 000, 001, 010, 011 000 T Fa F F F F successful

5 001, 010, 011, 000 001 T F T F F F successful
6 010, 011, 000, 001 010 T F T Fb F F empty

7 011, 000, 001 011 T F T F T Fa successful

8 000, 001, 011 000 T T T F T F successful
9 001, 011, 000 001 T T T F T F empty
10 011, 000 011 T T T F T Fb empty

11 000 011 T T T F T F empty
a, bRespectively denote tags hidden by CE, DE.
T, F, respectively, denote True, False.
 

Fig. 5  Pseudo-codes for the reader and tags using TBT protocol
(†The identification process is terminated)
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the second cycle, both tags B and D are detected in slots 9 and 11,
respectively. This demonstrates the ability of the proposed TBT
protocol to solve the hidden-tag problem caused by DE. 

Tag F is also hidden by the CE in slot 7. It is then re-called in
slot 12 thanks to the original feature of GBT protocol. We assume
that it is again hidden by DE (and therefore missed in case of GBT
protocol). Nevertheless, thanks to the setting of TC = RC in the
proposed protocol, F is re-called in slot 13. In this example, we
initially set EC = 1 to indicate that one additional cycle will be
proceed even after RC reaches 0 and an empty slot is observed. In
the case tag F suffers from multiple DEs (i.e. hidden again in slot
13) the reader still performs one more reading, by which tag F is
successfully detected. The initial value of EC could be set based on
the actual situation. If the system frequently experiences tag
missing due to signal degradation and noise, higher value of EC
should be set.

The average total number of slots T required by TBT
identification process to detect n tags can be expressed as

T = ∑
k = 1

m
T(uk) + ϵ, (6)

where uk denotes by the number of undetected tags at the beginning
of the kth cycle for k = 1, 2, …, m (m refers to the last cycle). T(uk)
is the average number of slots consumed by a TBT cycle to find uk
tags. ϵ represents the average number of extra slots to deal with the
last missing tag due to the DE, which lies in a range of [EC (EC + 
1)]. To calculate T, we need to find uk and T(uk). In this case, the
number of tags recognised during the kth cycle, which is denoted
by dk, must also be known. According to [38], we have

uk = n − ∑
l = 1

k − 1
dl (7)

dk = T1(uk) (8)

Fig. 6  TBT protocol with hidden tags caused by the CE and the DE
 

Table 4 The identification process of TBT protocol used in Fig. 6
Cycle Slot Parameters Feedback

RC EF EC TCA TCB TCC TCD TCE TCF
first 1 0 F 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 collision

2 1 F 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 collision
3 2 F 1 0 0a 1 2 2 2 successful

4 2 T 1 −1 2 0 1 1 1 successful
5 1 T 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 collision
6 2 T 1 −1 2 −1 0b 1 1 empty

7 1 T 1 −1 1 −1 1 0 0a successful

second 8 0 F 1 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0 collision
9 1 F 1 −1 0 −1 1 −1 1 successful

10 1 T 1 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 0 collision
11 2 T 1 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 1 successful
12 1 T 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0b empty

third 13 0 F 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0b empty

fourth 14 0 F 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 successful
fifth 15 0 F 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 empty

a, bRespectively denote tags hidden by CE, DE.
T, F respectively denote True, False.
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T(uk) =
1 + 21 − uk 1 − α ∑i = 0

uk − 1 uk

i
T(i)

1 − 21 − uk 1 − α
,

T(0) = T(1) = 1

(9)

where T1(uk) is the number of successful slots in a TBT cycle with
uk undetected tags, which can be calculated in the same way as
T(uk) as

T1(uk) =
α + 21 − uk 1 − α ∑i = 0

uk − 1 uk

i
T1(i)

1 − 21 − uk 1 − α
, (10)

where T1(0) = 0, T1(1) = 1 − β. Using (7), (8), and (10)
alternatively, we obtain d1, u2, d2, …, um and dm. Then, T(uk) is
substituted into (6) to get T.

4.2 TQT protocol

The proposed TQT protocol also adopts key features of the GQT2,
including the query list, the ACK message containing the tag IID,
the state of the time slot. The Boolean flag parameter (F) of tags is
also used. Nevertheless, additional parameters and operations of
the reader are required for TQT, which we will introduce in Fig. 7
and Table 5 with the same above example of finding six tags A–F. 

First, the reader maintains a special storage to record all queries
whose the related time slot is either successful or empty in a cycle.
The initial storage is an empty set denoted by ∅. For example, as
shown in Table 5, at the end of the first cycle (slot 7), the storage
records {000, 001, 011} for successful states, and {010} for an
empty state in slot 6. It is important to note that, unlike the GBT2,
the queries related to empty slots are also recorded so that tags
hidden by DE will have another chance to be recalled in the next
cycle.

Fig. 7  TQT protocol with hidden tags caused by the CE and the DE
 

Table 5 The identification process of TQT protocol used in Fig. 7
Cycle Slot Query list Query Parameters State Storage

EC FA FB FC FD FE FF
first 1 0 0 1 F F F F F F collision ∅

2 00, 01 00 1 F F F F F F collision ∅
3 01, 000, 001 01 1 F F F F F F collision ∅
4 000, 001, 010, 011 000 1 F Fa F F F F successful successful{000}

5 001, 010, 011 001 1 T F F F F F successful successful{000, 001}
6 010, 011 010 1 T F T Fb F F empty successful{000, 001} empty{010}

7 011 011 1 T F T F F Fa successful successful{000, 001, 011} empty{010}

second 8 0 0 1 T F T F T F collision ∅
9 00, 01 00 1 T F T F T F successful successful{00}
10 01 01 1 T T T F T F collision successful{00}
11 010, 011 010 1 T T T F T F successful successful{00, 010}
12 011 011 1 T T T T T Fb empty successful{00, 010} empty{011}

third 13 0 0 1 T T T T T Fb empty empty{0}

fourth 14 0 0 0 T T T T T F successful successful{0}
fifth 15 0 0 0 T T T T T T empty empty{0}
a, bRespectively denote tags hidden by CE, DE.
T, F respectively denote True and False.
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The reader starts a new second cycle from slot 8 by querying
the first common bits of all bit strings in the storage (0 in this case).
The storage is also reset for the new reading cycle. It is noted that
we assume tags with the first bit of 0 in this example for the sake of
simplicity. Practically, TQT protocol, by query messages of 0 and
1, divides all tags into two subsets and then, sequently performs the
identification in each subset. The identification process terminates
when the reader finds that only one query exists in its storage and
that the corresponding state is empty.

Secondly, similar to TBT protocol, to further improve the
performance against multiple DEs, the TQT reader also maintains
an extra cycle (EC) parameter that defines the number of additional
queries to be performed after the termination as mentioned above.
For example, the multiple DEs happen in slots 12 and 13 of the
third cycle. As EC = 1 is set, one additional query is performed in
slot 14 to successfully solve the hidden-tag problem. Also, the
value of EC can be increased to secure the complete identification
in noisy environment. Finally, we summarise the performance of
TQT in Fig. 8 with pseudo-codes for the reader and tags. 

5 Simulation results and discussions
In this section, we evaluate and discuss the performance of TBT
and TQT protocols in terms of the average number of slots required
to detect a tag (denoted by η), and the tag-loss rate (denoted by ρ),
i.e. the ratio between the number of hidden tags and the total
number of tags. The obtained simulation results are compared with
those of conventional protocols, including GBT and GQT2, to
show the effectiveness of the proposed protocols.

First, Fig. 9a shows the effect of Rayleigh fading channel on the
CE and DE (i.e. α and β, respectively) probabilities by simulation
based on definitions in (3) and (4), given the detection threshold
γ = 2. In this figure, α and β with respect to the noise variance σ2

are presented. It is seen that, obviously, the DE increases as the
noise variance increases. Nevertheless, the CE deceases as σ2

increases. Indeed, as σ2 increases, the SINR decreases and therefore

the probability that a tag is still detected in the presence of
interference and noise decreases. As the noise variance increases,
the DE becomes more significant. This would result in a higher
tag-loss rate in the conventional GBT and GQT protocols, in which
the hidden-tag problem caused by DE is ignored. 

We now compared the performance of the proposed TBT with
that of GBT. First, we validate the analysis of the proposed TBT
protocol by showing analytical and simulation results in Fig. 9b. In
this figure, we present the total number of slots required by TBT to
detect 200 tags for different values of probability of the CE α,
given DE probability (β = 0.1) and the number of extra cycles, EC 
= 1. Since the number of detected tags in the kth cycle must be an
integer, we employ three functions in (8), namely ceiling ⌈dk⌉,
floor ⌊dk⌋ and round [dk] (the nearest integer of dk) to obtain the
analytical results. Note that, ⌈⌉, ⌊ ⌋, and [ ] denote the ceiling,
floor, and round functions, respectively. It is clearly seen that the
simulation curve lies between the two analytical ones using ceiling
and floor functions, while approximates the one with the round
function.

Next, Fig. 10a compares the performance of TBT and GBT in
terms of the total required slots and the average number of slots per
detected tag with respect to α, when β = 0.1 or 0.2. It is seen that,
the higher CE probability α results in better performance in both
cases of TBT and GBT. In addition, the higher probability of DE
results in the higher total number of slots required in the proposed
TBT while it has no impact on the performance of GBT. For
example, at α = 0.1 and β = 0.2, more than 650 slots are required
in the proposed TBT protocol while the total number of required
slots in GBT is less than 550. This phenomenon is logical as the
conventional GBT does not consider hidden tags caused by the DE,
and because of this, it suffers pretty high tag-loss rate, as we will
discuss in the next figure. Furthermore, although TBT requires
more slots to complete the identification process, the average
number of slots per detected tag is the same as that of GBT
protocol, e.g. η = 3.2 in the mentioned example. 

Fig. 8  TQT pseudo-codes for reader and tag
(†The identification process is terminated)
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Fig. 10b presents the tag-loss rates of TBT and GBT with
respect to different values of probability of DE, β, when the
probability of CE is fixed at α = 0.1 or 0.2. It is clearly shown that
GBT does suffer from the high loss rate as the probability of DE β
increases. The proposed protocol TBT, on the other hand, achieves
a significantly low tag-loss rate. As a matter of fact, the tag-loss
rate in TBT protocol is almost 0% regardless of different values of

α and β. This is thanks to the fact that tags hidden in a cycle will
retransmit in the first slot of the next one, while TBT does not stop
identification until a number of cycles with first empty slots are
detected.

We now evaluate the performance of TQT and conventional
GQT2 protocols with the number of tags n and EC set by 100 and
1, respectively. It is noteworthy to mention that, in QT-based

Fig. 9  (a) CE and DE probabilities w.r.t. noise variance σ2 and (b) total number of slots of TBT to detect 200 tags, β = 0.1
 

Fig. 10  (a) Total number of slots and average number of slots for per detected tag η w.r.t. α, for β = 0.1 and 0.2 in GBT and proposed TBT protocols, (b) Tag-
loss rate ρ w.r.t. β, for α = 0.1 and 0.2 in GBT and proposed TBT protocols, (c) Total number of slots and average number of slots for per detected tag η w.r.t.
α, for β = 0.1 and 0.2 in GQT2 and proposed TQT protocols, (d) Tag-loss rate ρ w.r.t. β, for α = 0.1 and 0.2 in GQT2 and proposed TQT protocols
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schemes, each IID is assumed to take a half slot to broadcast.
Moreover, since the performance of QT-based protocols
significantly depends on the tag's ID distribution, we consider the
most general case where each tag has a randomly generated 96-bit
ID. In particular, Fig. 10c compares the performance of TQT and
GQT2 in terms of the total number of required slots and the
average number of slots per detected tag with respect to the
probability of CE α, while DE probability is fixed at β = 0.1 or 0.2.
Similar to the comparison of TBT and GBT protocols in Fig. 10a,
it is logical that when α increases, the performance of both TQT
and GQT2 protocols is improved. In addition, several interesting
results can be observed. First, regarding the total number of slots,
GQT protocol uses a higher number of slots for the identification
even in the presence of DE. When the probability of DE increases,
it is logical that more slots are required by our proposed TQT to
complete the identification process. The conventional GQT2
protocol, however, needs fewer slots. The reason is that when
GQT2 detects tags, its reader also needs an additional half slot to
confirm each detected IID. Therefore, the more DE, the few slots
are utilised; and the consequence is the higher number of hidden
tags. Secondly, regarding the average number of slots per detected
tag, our proposed TQT protocol offers a significant improvement,
especially in the area of low probabilities of CE. For example, at
α = 0.2 and β = 0.1, η = 3.3 in the TQT protocol while it is 3.7 in
the GQT2 even the total number of slots is higher than in the TQT.
This comes from the fact that GQT2 misses hidden tags caused by
DE while our proposed TQT could completely read all tags.

Finally, Fig. 10d validates our argument in Fig. 10c about the
tag-loss rate performance comparison between GQT2 and the
proposed TQT. We observe the tag-loss rates in both protocols with
different values of β, while α is set to be 0.1 or 0.2. It is clearly
seen that as the probability of DE, β increases, the tag-loss rate
significantly increases in the GQT2 protocol. On the other hand,
TQT detects almost all tags to maintain a perfect tag-loss rate,
which approximates 0% regardless of values of α and β. This
confirms the most important advantage of our proposed TQT (as
well as TBT) protocol.

6 Conclusions
This paper has studied tree-based protocols for RFID systems in
the effort to remedy impacts of the hidden-tag problem caused by
both the CE and DE. We newly proposed two protocols of TBT
and TQT, which are both based on previously proposed GBT and
GQT2 protocols. The proposed protocols divided identification
processes into multiple tree-based cycles. Tags hidden by both CE
and DE in a cycle were re-called in the first time slot of the next
one. Simulation results confirmed that the proposed protocols
offered a significant performance improvement in comparison with
that of conventional ones. Specifically, the obtained results showed
that the tag-loss rate of proposed schemes was considerably smaller
than that of conventional ones and approximated 0% regardless of
probabilities of CE and DE (α and β). Meanwhile, the average
number of slots required per tag could be comparable especially
when α was large enough.
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